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Abstract. This paper introduces an approach for generating scenarios of sea port container

terminals. The scenarios can be used as input data for simulation models. Furthermore,

they can be employed as test data for algorithms to solve optimization problems in container

terminal logistics such as berth planning and crane scheduling. A scenario consists of arrivals

of deep sea vessels, feeder ships, trains, and trucks together with lists of containers to be

loaded and unloaded. Moreover, container attributes such as size, empty, reefer, weight, and

destination are included. The generator is based on a large number of parameters that allow

the user to produce realistic scenarios of any size. The purpose of this paper is to outline

the parameters that are important to produce realistic scenarios of high practical relevance

and to propose an algorithm that computes scenarios on the basis of these parameters. The

generator discussed here has been developed within the simulation project at the HHLA

Container-Terminal Altenwerder in Hamburg, Germany. Nevertheless, its structure is general

enough to be applied to any other terminal as well.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1960s, the container has gained an enormous importance in worldwide trade and trans-

portation of goods. This is due to both increasing containerization (which means that the number

of goods transported in containers has steadily grown) and increasing world trade. As a conse-

quence, new container terminals are being built and existing ones are extended in order to cope

with the growing number of containers. In addition, the container terminals face the challenge of

turning around not only more but also larger ships in the shortest possible time. To meet these

objectives, container terminals employ innovative (and often automated) equipment and optimize

their logistic processes. Given the increasing importance of efficient container terminal logistics,

it is no surprise that practioners as well as researchers continuously develop new optimization

approaches as well as simulation models.

Optimization problems include the allocation of berths to arriving vessels (see Guan and Cheung

[11], Imai et al. [14, 15], Lim [21]) as well as scheduling the loading and unloading operations of

quai cranes (see Daganzo [5], Peterkofsky and Daganzo [24]). A berth assignment approach which

simultaneously considers quai crane capacities has been developed by Park and Kim [23]. Internal

transportation of containers, particularly between the quai and the stack, has been studied for
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straddle carriers (see Böse et al. [4], Kim and Kim [18], Steenken et al. [26]) and for automated

guided vehicles (see Bae and Kim [2], Evers and Koppers [7], Grunow et al. [10]). The problem

of allocating and scheduling stacking cranes has been addressed by Zhang et al. [30]. In addition,

a general approach for scheduling equipment such as straddle carriers, automated guided vehicles,

and stacking cranes as well as manpower has been proposed by Hartmann [13]. Finally, strategies

for locating containers in the yard have been discussed for two different cases, namely import

containers (see de Castilho and Daganzo [6], Kim and Kim [16]) and export containers (see Kim

et al. [17], Taleb-Ibrahimi et al. [27]). An approach covering both cases has been proposed by

Zhang et al. [29]. A more comprehensive overview of literature on optimization issues is given

by Meersmans and Dekker [22]. While these papers consider sea port container terminals, an

optimization approach for an inland container terminal (i.e., without vessels or ships) has been

presented by Alicke [1].

Simulation models are developed to evaluate the dynamic processes on container terminals.

This allows to generate and analyze statistics such as average productivity, average waiting time

(e.g., of a quai crane waiting for a straddle carrier), and avarage number of shuffle moves in the

stack. This way, potential bottlenecks can be identified. Depending on the application, detailed

simulation models usually cover both the physical resources (particularly the equipment such as

cranes and vehicles) and the components for control and strategies (hence, simulation models

provide a testing environment for optimization algorithms). Simulation projects can be carried

out when building a new terminal (see Schütt and Hartmann [25]) or when analyzing or modifying

an existing one (see Legato and Mazza [20], Yun and Choi [28]). In either case, plans concerning

the logistic processes (such as capacity extensions, alternative stacking strategies or new scheduling

algorithms) can be tested by means of simulation before they are actually implemented. Moreover,

simulation models can be employed as a decision support system for the terminal management

(see Gambardella et al. [8, 9]). For example, one could use the actual data of the next hours to

simulate the next shift in order to evaluate impact of decisions (e.g., on the assignment of resources)

in advance.

This paper introduces an approach to generate scenarios for container terminals. The goal

of the generator is to produce realistic scenarios that provide all required input data for detailed

simulation models of container terminals. Such data is usually necessary for simulations of container

terminals to be built or extended. Of course, for such projects, appropriate real data is not available

when the simulation is carried out, thus artificially generated data is needed. On the basis of

adjustable parameters, the generator computes arrivals for deep-sea vessels, feeder ships, trains,

and trucks including lists of containers to be unloaded and loaded. By specifying the parameters

appropriately, one can generate realistic scenarios for terminals of different sizes. It is possible

to adjust the distributions among the modes of transport, the ship sizes, the arrival distributions

over time, and the distributions of various container properties. The generator has been developed

within the simulation project of the new HHLA Container-Terminal Altenwerder in Hamburg,

Germany (for details on this terminal see Baker [3]). Nevertheless, it is general enough to cover

almost any seaport container terminal.

The paper is organized as follows. After a description of the general concept, it outlines

the parameters that have been identified as being important to produce realistic scenarios for

container terminal logistics. Next, we define a procedure to construct scenarios on the basis of

these parameters. The procedure is then evaluated by comparing the generated scenarios with real-

world statistics. Finally, we give a detailed discussion of applications of the proposed generator

and close the paper with a few concluding remarks.

2 General Concept

In this paper, a scenario for a container terminal is defined as the data concerning all ship, train,

and truck arrivals within a specified horizon including the information related to the containers

being delivered or picked up. That is, for each day within the horizon, the scenario includes the
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Figure 1: Modes of transport

arrival time of any ship, train, and truck together with the number of containers delivered and

picked up. For each of these containers, detailed information on size (20’ oder 40’), type (reefer,

oversized etc.), and destination are given. Before we describe the parameters and algorithms of

the generator in detail, this section summarizes some aspects of the overall concept.

2.1 Modes of Transportation

The generator distinguishes four different types of transport modes which are depicted in Figure 1.

On the seaside we have large vessels for world-wide service as well as (typically smaller) feeder ships

for regional service. The landside is made up by trains and trucks. With these four predefined

transport modes, it is possible to adjust realistic parameters of the individual transport modes

(usually, a vessel carries substantially more containers than a train). Equally important, the

distribution of containers among the four transport modes can be specified (for example, one can

determine how many of the containers delivered by truck will be picked up by vessel and by feeder

ship). Hence, the generator allows for container flows between any of the four modes. Considering

the port of Hamburg (and hence also the Container-Terminal Altenwerder), the container flow

between large vessels and feeder ships is of particular importance. Therefore, we distinguish these

two categories instead of having just a single seaside mode “ship.” Nevertheless, it is possible to

adjust the parameters in a way that only one type of ship is considered.

Note that our definition of transport modes is more general than approaches in the literature

(see, e.g., Zhang et al. [30]) which often consider only one seaside and one landside mode and

container flows either from landside to seaside (often referred to as “export”) or from seaside to

landside (“import”).

2.2 Interdependencies

The interdependencies within a real-world container terminal are considerably complex. This

includes the distribution of containers among the transport modes on delivery and pick-up as

mentioned above. At the same time, the distribution of arrival times and sizes of the means of

transportation must be considered, as must be the dwell time distribution of containers (the dwell

time is the time a container spends on the terminal until it is picked up). In other words, all

containers must be assigned to a transport mode for delivery and to a transport mode for pick-

up such that the distributions on transport modes, transport mode sizes, transport mode arrival

times, and container dwell times are matched simultaneously. For example, this means that there

has to be a concentration of container deliveries for a specific vessel in the days before the vessel

arrives as well as a concentration of container pick-up in the days after the vessel’s arrival.

With regard to these interdependencies, the goal of the generator concept is twofold: First,

it should provide parameters that allow to control the distributions mentioned above. Second, it

should provide an algorithm that observes these distributions simultaneously in order to reflect the

interdependencies.
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Figure 2: File concept of the scenario generator

2.3 File Concept

The generator works with several files. An overview of the file concept is sketched out in Figure

2. The user specifies the settings of the input parameters in a text file. A detailed description of

the parameters is given in Section 3. After reading the parameters and computing a scenario, the

generator writes two types of output files which are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The scenario itself is written into text files which can then serve as input for simulation models

or optimization algorithms (for each day in the horizon and each of the four transport modes,

a separate file is produced in order to avoid huge output files). The scenario data contains all

information that is needed to perform a detailed simulation. The structure of the output files can

be summarized as follows. The means of transportation are listed in the order of arrival. Each

vessel, feeder ship, train, and truck is described by a line that contains the transport mode, a

unique ID, an arrival day and time, and the numbers of containers to be loaded and unloaded. For

vessels and feeder ships, also the length and the number of bays are given. Then the attributes of

all containers to be loaded and unloaded follow, that is, a unique container ID, size, destination,

weight, information on the type (empty, reefer, dangerous content, oversized), as well as pick-up

information (which transport mode will pick it up on what day).

For illustration, we consider an example output file for deep sea vessels. Table 1 displays a few

lines of such a file. Two types of lines are distinguished. Lines describing a transport mode arrival

start with “T:” while lines describing a container start with “C:”. After the line for the transport

mode arrival, there is a line for each container to be unloaded and, subsequently, a line for each

container to be loaded. In what follows, the numbers of Table 1 are underlined in order to ease

the explanation. The first line of Table 1 contains the information on the arrival of a vessel. The

transport mode is indicated by first number; 1 stands for vessel (2 would stand for feeder, 3 for

train, and 4 for truck). The vessel with ID 18 arrives on day 8 of the horizon at 7:40 in the morning.

It will unload 824 containers and load 788. The length of the vessel is 280 m, it has 20 bays. The

next line specifies the first container to be unloaded. The container with ID 8127 will be picked up

by transport mode 2, i.e. a feeder, with ID 147 on day 14. The destination of the container (port,

city) is 4. Next, 1 indicates a 40’ container (0 would imply a 20’ container) with a weight of 28

tons. It is neither a reefer container (0) nor an IMO container (0) nor an OOG container (0). A

reefer container would be indicated by 1, and IMO and OOG containers would be indicated by a

number > 0 referring to the specific type (Subsection 3.4 provides an explanation of reefer, IMO,

and OOG containers). The last number in the line, 0, indicates that it is not an empty container.

The following lines describe containers 8128 and 8129, the remaining containers to be unloaded

are skipped in Table 1. Then the containers to be loaded are given, starting with container 32892.

The format is the same as for the containers to be unloaded. Note that the pick-up information

(transport mode, ID, and day of pick-up) is set to −1 since it makes only sense for containers to

be unloaded (of course, all these containers are picked up by vessel 18 arriving on day 8).

The generator produces a separate statistics file (the format of this file is HTML so it can
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T: 1 18 8 7 40 824 788 280 20

C: 8127 2 147 14 4 1 28 0 0 0 0

C: 8128 2 85 9 3 1 23 0 3 0 0

C: 8129 3 109 12 8 1 36 1 0 0 0

[...]

C: 32892 -1 -1 -1 2 1 41 0 0 0 0

C: 32979 -1 -1 -1 1 0 17 0 0 1 0

C: 33031 -1 -1 -1 1 1 25 0 0 0 0

[...]

Table 1: Example output file of the scenario generator

T horizon (number of days)

T1 first day, T1 ∈ {Monday, . . . , Sunday}

Ci number of containers delivered by mode i within the horizon T

cij fraction of containers picked up by mode j among all containers arriving by mode i,

i, j ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}

τ maximum dwell time (days)

δt fraction of containers with a dwell time of t days, t ∈ {0, . . . , τ}

Table 2: General parameters

easily be viewed with a browser). This file illustrates the generated scenario by providing an

overview, and it offers a possibility to check the scenario with respect to plausibility. The input

parameter settings are displayed together with the corresponding aggregated information from the

generated scenario (e.g., fraction of 20’ containers), which allows for a convenient comparison. For

more complex parameters which describe distributions, the correlation between parameters and

generated figures is given (e.g., distribution of container dwell times). Some additional information

is also provided, including vessel schedules as well as the overall numbers of containers arriving

and departing each day, together with the resulting number of containers in the stack.

3 Scenario Parameters

The parameters allow the user to specify the scenario to be generated. The goal was to determine

parameters for which planning data and/or statistics are typically available in practice because we

want to produce scenarios that are as realistic as possible.

The following subsections describe the parameters which are classified into four groups. These

are general parameters like the horizon and the number of containers arriving within that hori-

zon, parameters concerning the sizes of the modes of transport, parameters dealing with arrival

frequencies, and parameters reflecting container properties like size and weight distribution.

3.1 General Parameters

A summary of the general parameters is given in Table 2. In what follows, they are discussed in

more detail. The first of the general parameters are related to the horizon of the scenario to be

generated. The length T of the horizon (in days) has to be specified along with the first day T1 of

the horizon which can be a Monday, Tuesday and so on.

Next, we consider the number of containers which arrive at the terminal within the horizon.

We define parameters for the numbers Cvessel, Cfeeder, Ctrain, and Ctruck of containers that arrive
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at the terminal by deep sea vessel, feeder ship, train, and truck, respectively, during the horizon of

T days. Clearly, this parameter set allows to produce scenarios for container terminals of any size.

For example, a medium sized terminal handles about one million containers per year. Typically,

more than 50% of the containers arrive via the seaside. For the port of Hamburg, typical figures

are 45% arriving by vessel, 15% by feeder ship, 15% by train, and 25% by truck.

The following parameters take care of the distribution of the containers among the four modes

of transport when picked up at the terminal. Let us consider two modes of transport i, j ∈ {vessel,

feeder, train, truck} (for the sake of readability, we refer to the transport modes by symbolic

constants). We denote as cij the fraction of those containers that are picked up by mode j among

those that arrive by mode i. In other words, of the Ci containers arriving by mode i, Ci · cij
containers are picked up by mode j. Note that this definition leads to the condition

∑
j cij = 1

which must be fulfilled for each mode i. The number of containers picked up by train, for example,

can be computed as

Cvessel · cvessel,train + Cfeeder · cfeeder,train + Ctrain · ctrain,train + Ctruck · ctruck,train.

If none of the containers arriving by train will be picked up by train, one simply has to set

ctrain,train = 0. By specifying all Ci and cij , the user has completely defined the number of

containers and their distribution among the four modes of transport on arrival and pick-up.

To give the reader an idea of realistic figures (again for the port of Hamburg), 30% of the

containers arriving by vessel are picked up by feeders, 30% by train, and 40% by truck. Between

75% and 95% of the containers arriving by the other three transport modes are picked up by vessel.

It is interesting to note that some (although only a very few) containers arriving by a landside

mode are also picked up by a landside mode (which can be captured by the general parameter

structure).

The last set of the general parameters determines the dwell time, that is, the number of days a

container spends on the terminal before it is picked up. First, the maximum dwell time τ (in days)

has to be specified. Then for each possible dwell time t = 0, . . . , τ the fraction dt of containers

with that dwell time has to be given. For example, d1 = 0.25 means that 25% of the containers

are picked up after one day in the stack. Additionally setting d2 = 0.15 and d3 = 0.1, one has

specified that approximately 50% of the containers are picked up in the first three days after arrival

(which is a realistic figure). Also note that the average dwell time (which can be derived from the

distribution) has a significant impact on the level to which the terminal stack capacity is filled.

The average dwell time varies between terminals, but realistic values range between 3 and 6 days.

3.2 Parameters for Means of Transportation

The second group of parameters determines the modes of transport. An overview is given in Table

3. Let us consider the deep sea vessels first. The user can define several classes of vessels, that is,

different vessel sizes. After specifying the number nclassvessel of classes, each class k ∈ {1, . . . , nclass
vessel}

is described by the following parameters. Each class is associated with a range of the number of

containers that a vessel of this class will unload. (Note that a range is given only for containers to

be unloaded. It will become clear below that the number of containers to be loaded is determined

by the generator without a parameter range.) Next, ranges for the length and the number of bays

of the vessel class have to be given. Finally, the fraction (i.e., relative occurance) of vessels of each

class has to be specified. In reality, the number of containers unloaded by a deep sea vessel varies

within a broad range (often between 50 and 1500). This makes the definition of different vessel

classes indispensable.

So far, we have described the parameters for deep sea vessels. The parameters for feeder ships

are analogous. For trains, the same parameters apply with the exception that length and, of course,

number of bays are not considered. Finally, for trucks, different classes are not considered. For the

sake of simplicity, we assume that one truck either delivers a single container or picks up a single

container (in the real world application this generator was originally designed for, no data on the

distribution of trucks carrying different numbers of containers were available).
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nclass
i number of classes of mode of transport i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train}
sik fraction of class k for mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train}

Sik minimum number of delivered containers in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train}
Sik maximum number of delivered containers in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train}

Lik minimum ship length in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder}
Lik maximum ship length in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder}

Bik minimum number of bays in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder}
Bik maximum number of bays in class k of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder}

F factor for the maximal relation of containers unloaded and loaded by a vessel, feeder, or train

Table 3: Parameters for means of transportation

Did fraction of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck} arriving on day d ∈ {Monday, . . . , Sunday}

ntimeslot
i number of time slots of arrivals of mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}
hik fraction of arrivals in timeslot k for mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}

Hik first hour of time slot k for mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}
Hik last hour of time slot k for mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}

Table 4: Parameters for arrival frequencies

The last parameter F limits the relation of the number of containers unloaded and loaded by

the same vessel, feeder, or train. If the number of containers to be unloaded and loaded are denoted

as U und L, respectively, this parameter implies that the condition L ≤ F · U must be fulfilled.

The idea behind this is that the classes defined above only determine the number of containers to

be unloaded. In order to keep the number of containers to be loaded realistic, it can be limited by

this parameter. Note that the parameter F is the same for vessels, feeder ships, and trains (since

trucks carry only a single container by definition, it does not apply to trucks). The application of

parameter F will become more clear in Subsection 4.4.

3.3 Parameters for Arrival Frequencies

The third group of parameters determines the distribution of arrivals over time (for a summary see

Table 4). For each of the four transport modes, the arrival frequencies can be influenced separately.

This is necessary because the four modes usually have different arrival distributions over time.

First, for each day d ∈ {Monday, . . . ,Sunday} and each transport mode i, the fraction Did

arriving on that day has to be given. For example, Dfeeder,Monday = 0.23 means that 23% of the

feeders arrive on Mondays. Over the seven days of the week, these fractions must sum up to 1,

that is, we require
∑Sunday

d=MondayDid = 1 for each mode i. Next, one day can be partitioned into time

slots which allow to capture the arrival rates within a day. Note that the arrival characteristics of

a transport mode within a day are assumed to be the same on each day. A time slot is given by

the start and end hour (ranging between 0 and 24) and by the fraction arriving within that time

slot. Hence, a time slot can reflect a single hour or blocks of several hours.

Considering the notation of Table 4, we show how to reflect the arrival behavior of trucks as

an example. Due to German law, trucks are not allowed to travel on Sundays which leads to a

fraction of Dtruck,Sunday = 0 for container terminals in Germany. Within a day, trucks arrive rather

in the daytime than during the night, and their arrivals peak at early afternoon. In a rather rough

approach, we could define ntimeslot
truck = 4 time slots of 6 hours each (e.g., the second time slot would

cover the hours between Htruck,2 = 6 and Htruck,2 = 12). The fractions of the four time slots could
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p20
′

fraction of 20’ containers (1− p20
′

is the fraction of 40’ containers)

pempty fraction of empty containers

preefer fraction of reefer containers

pIMO fraction of IMO containers, i.e., containers with dangerous goods

nIMO number of different IMO container types

pIMO
k fraction of containers of IMO type k among all IMO containers

pOOG fraction of OOG containers, i.e., oversized containers

nOOG number of different OOG container types

pOOG
k fraction of containers of OOG type k among all OOG containers

nweight,20′ number of weight groups for 20’ containers

pweight,20′

k fraction of 20’ containers with weight group k

w20′

k minimum weight of weight group k for 20’ containers

w20′
k maximum weight of weight group k for 20’ containers

w20′
empty weight of empty 20’ container (weight parameters for 40’ containers are analogous)

ndest number of container destinations

pdestik fraction of containers with destination k among all containers picked up

by mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}

Table 5: Parameters for container properties

be htruck,1 = 0.1, htruck,2 = 0.3, htruck,3 = 0.4, and htruck,4 = 0.2.

3.4 Parameters for Container Properties

The properties of a container (such as size, weight, and destination port) are important for vessel

stowage as well as for determining a location for the container in the yard (cf. Kim et al. [17]).

Therefore, they are relevant for detailed simulations. In what follows, we summarize the parameters

that allow to specify the distribution of various container attributes. An overview is given in Table

5.

The first parameter defines the container size. We distinguish 20’ and 40’ containers. The user

has to enter the fraction p20
′

of 20’ containers; 1− p20′ is the fraction of 40’ containers. A realistic

value for p20
′

is between 0.4 and 0.5. Next, the fraction pempty of empty containers has to be given.

The following parameters are related to special container types for which specific constraints

for yard locations must be observed. Reefer containers require a connection (usually to electricity)

to keep their content cool or frozen. These connections are available only in designated areas of the

yard. Other containers may contain dangerous goods such as specific chemicals. These containers

are often called IMO containers after the International Maritime Association (IMO). Here, complex

restrictions have to be considered. For example, a minimum distance between the yard locations

of two containers with certain different chemicals must be observed in order to avoid the danger of

a chemical reaction. Finally, OOG (out of gauge) containers are oversized containers which require

more space than normal containers. For each of these three categories, the fraction has to be given

(for example, pOOG denotes the fraction of OOG containers among all containers).

The IMO and OOG containers may be further classified into different groups. In both cases,

the number of groups has to be specified, along with the fraction of each group. For illustration,

consider the following example of nOOG = 2 different OOG container groups. Let us assume that

30% of the OOG containers are open top containers for which the load exceeds the container height

such that no other container may be put on top of them. Moreover, 70% of the OOG containers

are open on one side such that the width of the container is exceeded by the load. These two OOG

groups can then be captured by defining the fractions pOOG
1 = 0.3 and pOOG

2 = 0.7. If, however,

separate groups of OOG containers are not needed, one would simply define a single group by
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setting nOOG = 1 and pOOG
1 = 1. Considering the IMO containers, the parameters allow to apply

the standard categorization defined by the International Maritime Association.

The next set of parameters specifies the container weight. Starting with 20’ containers, the

number of weight groups has to be specified. Then for each weight group the fraction of that group

together with a lower and an upper weight limit are entered (the latter two can be interpreted as,

e.g., metric tons). Subsequently, weight groups for 40’ containers have to be defined. Finally, the

weights of empty 20’ and empty 40’ containers are required.

The last set of parameters for container attributes is concerned with the destination of a con-

tainer. First, the user specifies the number ndest of destinations. Considering container terminals

in Hamburg as an example, the destinations would subsume destination ports for large vessels such

as Hong Kong and Singapore, destination ports for feeder ships such as Gothenborg, and destina-

tions for trains such as Munich. As the destination of a container may be unknown (especially if a

container will be picked up by a truck), it is useful to define an additional destination representing

an unknown destination. Obviously, the destination is related to the means of transportation that

picks up the container. Therefore, for each of the four transport modes, a separate distribution

among the destinations can be given. For mode of transport i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck} and

destination k ∈ {1, . . . , ndest}, pdestik represents the fraction of containers with destination k among

all containers picked up by transport mode i. Clearly, this implies
∑ndest

k=1 pdestik = 1 for each mode

i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}. For example, let us assume that destination k = 3 refers to an

Asian port like Hong Kong. If 10% of the container picked up by large vessels go to Hong Kong

but none of the containers picked up by feeder ships, one will set pdestvessel,3 = 0.1 and pdestfeeder,3 = 0.

It should be noted that, even for detailed simulations, it might not be necessary to model “real”

destinations and ports exactly. Often, a number of abstract destinations will be sufficient.

4 Algorithm for Generating a Scenario

In this section, we summarize the algorithm that constructs a scenario. The goal of the algorithm

is to compute a scenario in a way that the parameter settings are observed as closely as possible.

Before we describe the algorithm which consists of four successive stages, we have a brief look at

procedures that will be used in several parts of the algorithm.

4.1 Preliminaries

In several parts of the generator, we have to find an assignment that should match a distribution

given as parameters as closely as possible. For example, the user can define classes of vessels (as

well as feeders and trains). These classes determine the size of the vessels. Of course, when we

compute vessels, the distribution of the generated vessel sizes should match the parameter settings.

Similarly, the distributions of the arrival days and times should match the distributions selected

by the user.

Let us give an abstract formulation of this problem setting. We assume that we have objects

(e.g., vessels or containers) each of which must be assigned one out of m properties (e.g., arrival

time slots for vessels or sizes for containers). The goal is to construct an assignment such that

property j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} occurs with a fraction fj (these fractions correspond to the distributions

given by the parameters). In the generator, we employ the following two alternative procedures to

assign properties to objects.

Randomized assignment. For each object i, the property is assigned randomly where the proba-

bility to select property j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is given by fraction fj . This is, of course, the straightforward

approach. However, if the number of objects is relatively small, this method might generate dis-

tributions that do not match the fractions. Therefore, in those cases, we employ the following

modified method.

Optimized assignment. In order to match the given fractions more accurately, we define the

following simple greedy procedure. The first object i = 1 is assigned a property j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
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randomly. Then we successively consider objects i > 1. The i-th object, i > 1, is assigned a

property based on the previously generated assignments of objects 1, . . . , i − 1. Let zj denote

the number of times property j has been selected so far. Object i is assigned property j∗ with

fj∗ −
zj∗

i = max{fj − zj
i | j = 1, . . . ,m} (ties are broken arbitrarily). Subsequently, we update

zj∗ := zj∗ + 1. This way, we always select the property with the largest difference between the

selected fraction and the currently generated one. The assignment step is repeated until a stopping

criterion is fulfilled, that is, until each object has been assigned a property.

4.2 Generating Transport Modes and Containers to be Unloaded

The first stage of the generator produces arriving vessels, feeders, trains, and trucks along with

the related containers to be unloaded. Let us begin the description of the related procedure for

vessels.

We have Cvessel containers that arrive by vessel. This number will now be split into individual

vessels. Here, the distribition of the vessel classes as given by the parameters has to be observed.

We apply the optimized assignment procedure described in Subsection 4.1. In each step of that

procedure, a new vessel class k ∈ {1, . . . , nclass
vessel} is selected. Based on the information related to

class k, a specific vessel is determined. The number S of containers to be unloaded by that vessel

is drawn randomly from {Sik, . . . , Sik}. Similarly, the length and the number of bays are selected

randomly from the respective parameter intervals related to class k. This way, we obtain a new

vessel in each step of the greedy procedure. In order to reflect the remaining number of containers,

we set Cvessel := Cvessel−S whenever we have determined a new vessel. The above step is repeated

until no containers are left (Cvessel = 0) or until the number of remaining containers is smaller than

the number that would be required for the smallest vessel type (in the latter case, the remaining

containers are randomly added to the vessels that have already been defined).

The generation of feeders and trains is analogous with the exception that length and number

of bays are not considered for trains. The construction of trucks, however, is different. Since we

assume that a truck carries only a single container, we simply define a truck for each of the Ctruck

containers arriving by truck.

At the end of this stage, we have vessels, feeders, trains, and trucks together with the respective

numbers of containers to be unloaded.

4.3 Generating Arrival Day and Time

In the second stage of the generator, an arrival day and time is computed for each vessel, feeder

ship, train, and truck that was generated in the previous stage. We describe the computation of

the deep sea vessels in more detail. The procedure for the remaining three transport modes is

analogous.

The first step deals with the day of arrival. So far, we know the fraction of vessels that should

arrive on each of the seven days of the week. This information is given by the parameters Dvessel,d

for day d ∈ {Monday, . . . ,Sunday}. We now have to transform these parameters such that they

reflect the fractions of the days of the horizon. For each day t = 1, . . . , T of the horizon, we set

D′vessel,t := Dvessel,d if the t-th day of the horizon corresponds to day d ∈ {Monday, . . . ,Sunday}
with respect to the first day T1. Then we calculate the fraction of vessels arriving on day t =

1, . . . , T as

D′′vessel,t =
D′vessel,t∑T
q=1D

′
vessel,q

.

With this distribution, we are now ready to compute an arrival day for each vessel. Again, we

apply the optimized assignment procedure of Subsection 4.1.

Having fixed the arrival day for each vessel, the second step computes a time on that day. Recall

that the parameter settings include a specification of time slots 1, . . . , k, . . . , ntimeslot
vessel along with a

distribution hvessel,k. Using the optimized assignment procedure of Subsection 4.1, we determine a
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time slot for each vessel based on the given distribution. Subsequently, we consider the exact time of

arrival. If a vessel is assigned time slot k, we draw the hour of arrival from {Hvessel,k, . . . ,Hvessel,k−
1}. Finally, we draw the minutes past the hour from the interval {0, . . . , 59}.

At the end of this stage, we have vessels, feeders, trains, and trucks together with the respective

number of containers to be unloaded as well as the arrival day and time.

4.4 Generating Container Pick-up

So far, we have generated lists of arriving means of transportation together with arrival date and

time as well as the numbers of containers delivered. While we already know which container is

delivered by which vessel, feeder ship, train, or truck, we now determine for each container which

vessel, feeder ship, train, or truck will pick it up. For all containers, the following three steps are

executed. Let us consider a container for which we want to compute the pick-up information. The

assignment of pick-up properties to the container under consideration is done using the randomized

assignment procedure of Subsection 4.1.

In the first step, we determine the transport mode that will pick up the container. If the

container is delivered by transport mode i, then we use cij as the probability that it will be picked

up by mode j (i, j ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}), see Table 2. Let j∗ ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}
denote the transport mode selected to pick up the container.

The second step is to determine the day on which the container will leave the terminal. With

t1 we denote the day on which the container arrives at the terminal. Now we determine the dwell

time of the container using the dwell time distribution. Let ∆∗ be the selected dwell time. The

day on which the container is picked up is then determined as t2 = t1 + ∆∗.

Finally, the third step is to find a means of transportation of mode j∗ that arrives on day t2.

Among the means of transportation that fulfill these requirements, some might not be eligible for

pick-up because they have already reached their maximal load. Given a means of transportation

with U containers to be unloaded that has already been assigned L containers to load, it can only

receive more containers to pick up if we have L+ 1 ≤ F · U (for the definition of parameter F see

again Table 3). Let M be the set of the eligible means of transportation of mode j∗ arriving on

day t2. When we select one of them to pick up the container under consideration, we want larger

means of transportation (e.g., larger vessels) to have a higher probability to be selected. To do

so, we reflect the size of the means of transportation m ∈ M by the number Um of containers to

be unloaded (recall that the number of containers to be unloaded has already been fixed). More

precisely, the probability to chose µ ∈M is defined as p(µ) =
Uµ∑

m∈M Um
. Three special cases that

may occur in the third step should briefly be mentioned:

• If no eligible means of transportation exist on that day (either because none of mode j∗ arrive

or because those that arrive have already reached their maximal load), then we start again

with the first step.

• If day t2 is not in the horizon (i.e., t2 > T ), then a means of transportation is not determined.

• If the transport mode j∗ is truck, we define a new truck to pick up the container given

that truck arrival on that day is possible (recall that we assumed trucks to deliver or pick

up a single container, thus the selection mechanism of existing means of transportation as

described above cannot be applied).

Observe that at the end of this stage we know for each vessel, feeder ship, train, and truck

which containers it unloads and which containers it loads. Of course, we also know for each

container which vessel, feeder ship, train, or truck delivers it and which one picks it up. Hence,

we have completed the relationship between means of transportation and individual containers.

We have taken into account the parameters concerning the classes (or sizes) of the means of

transportation, the arrival time distributions over the days and within a day, and the dwell time

distribution. In particular, the generation of container pick-up as described above ensures that
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there is a concentration of container deliveries for a specific vessel in the days before the vessel

arrives (and, analogously, a concentration of container pick-up in the days after the vessel’s arrival).

4.5 Generating Container Properties

At this point, we have individual containers, each of which is associated with individual means of

transportation for arrival and pick-up. The last stage of the generator consists of the assignment

of properties to the containers. The procedure is quite straightforward. It makes use of the

parameters of Section 3.4 and the randomized assignment of Subsection 4.1.

Using the fractions p20
′
, pempty, preefer, pIMO, and pOOG as probabilities, the related properties

are fixed for each container. Next, for the containers that have been assigned the IMO attribute,

a specific IMO type is selected. This is done using the fractions of the different IMO types as

probabilities. Analogously, OOG containers are assigned an OOG type.

The destination of a container is determined in a similar way. However, the choice of the

destination depends on the transport mode that picks up the container. That is, if a container

is picked up by mode i ∈ {vessel, feeder, train, truck}, then the probability to select destination

k ∈ {1, . . . , ndest} is given by pdestik .

Finally, a container is assigned a weight. Here, the weight parameters related to the container

size (20’ or 40’) are applied. If the container has been defined as empty, the related parameter

for the weight of empty containers is used. Otherwise, a weight group k is drawn according to

the related fractions which are employed as probabilities. The actual weight w is randomly chosen

from the interval determined by the minimal and maximal weight of selected weight group k, that

is, we select w ∈ {w20′

k , . . . , w20′

k } or w ∈ {w40′

k , . . . , w40′

k }, respectively.

5 Experimental Validation

5.1 Evaluation of Generated Scenarios

In this section, we show that the proposed algorithm is appropriate for constructing scenarios that

match the selected parameters. We report on experiments in which we generated scenarios based on

the following setting. We have a horizon of 4 weeks and a total of 76,600 containers arriving within

the horizon (this corresponds to a medium sized terminal with one million containers per year).

The remaining parameter selections were done using statistics of the HHLA container terminal

Burchardkai in Hamburg, Germany. For this setting, ten scenarios were generated.

The size of the output on disk is approximately 8.6 MB for such a scenario (i.e., all transport

mode and container property information). On a Pentium 4 based computer with 1.6 GHz, the

computation took on the average 9.9 seconds for one scenario (we coded the generator in C and

used the lcc compiler under Windows XP). Hence, the algorithm is reasonably fast.

In order to validate the computed scenarios, we compared the statistics computed from the

generated scenarios with the real-world statistics that were used as parameters. For the sake of

brevity, we restrict the presentation of the results to the most important statistics concerning

transport modes, arrival frequencies, and container dwell time. Table 6 summarizes the respective

correlations between scenario characteristics and real-world statistics. With the exception of the

dwell time distribution, the correlations are measured separately for the transport modes (recall

that the respective parameters are given separately for the transport modes as well). The correla-

tions are given as average values over the ten scenarios generated. As we can see, all correlations

are clearly above 0.8, and most are even above 0.95. Only some of the correlations related to vessels

are below 0.95 which is due to the fact that the number of vessels arriving within the horizon is

relatively small.

The results indicate that the algorithm of the generator is capable of constructing scenarios in

which the selected parameters are observed considerably well. Hence, if real-world statistics are
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Correlation type overall vessel feeder train truck

distribution of unloaded containers among transport modes – 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

distribution of transport mode size classes – 0.994 1.000 0.986 –

distribution of arrivals among weekdays – 0.842 0.996 0.995 0.958

distribution of arrivals among time slots within a day – 0.886 0.994 1.000 1.000

distribution of container dwell times 0.996 – – – –

Table 6: Average correlations of generated data and control parameters

Correlation type assignment vessel feeder train truck

distribution of arrivals among time slots within a day randomized 0.350 0.650 0.998 1.000

distribution of arrivals among time slots within a day optimized 0.886 0.994 1.000 1.000

Table 7: Average correlations of generated data and control parameters w.r.t. assignment method

used as input parameters, the generator produces realistic scenarios. These findings were confirmed

in several other experiments based on different parameter settings.

5.2 Effect of Assignment Method

This subsection briefly analyzes the impact of the two different procedures for assigning properties

to objects described in Subsection 4.1. Recall that we have defined a simple randomized method

and an optimized method for assignment. Considering the assignment of time slots, Table 7

compares the resulting correlations if these two methods are used. For vessels and feeders, the

optimized approach leads to time slot distributions that match the parameters by far better. The

difference for trains is much smaller, but this is due to our parameter selection (due to the real-

world statistics, we have only three time slots for trains whereas we have 24 time slots for the other

three modes). Finally, since we have a huge number of trucks, the randomized method would be

sufficient there.

Summarizing, the results confirm our decision to employ the optimized assignment approach

for time slot selection. Similar results were obtained for the other steps of the generator.

6 Applications

Parameter-based generation of data is an important field in operations research (see, e.g., Hall

and Posner [12], Kolisch et al. [19]). In scientific research, generated data is needed to carry out

experiments with algorithms or modeling approaches. Parameters are employed to generate data

systematically according to a specific experimental design. In practice, decisions on algorithms or

strategies in control systems are made only if they have been tested before. While real-world data

is often preferred for such tests, artificially generated data is used if real-world data is unavailable.

This is the case for new container terminals to be built, for existing ones that will be expanded,

and for analyzing future developments such as more ship arrivals or larger vessels. For applications

in practice, it is of particular importance that the artificially generated data is realistic (otherwise,

the results would not be an appropriate basis for decision support). The following subsections

outline several applications of the generator proposed in this paper.

6.1 Stack Simulation at the Container-Terminal Altenwerder

The generator described in this paper has been developed within the simulation project of the

HHLA Container-Terminal Altenwerder in Hamburg, Germany. It was applied within a simulation
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study of the strategies for selecting yard blocks and slots for arriving containers. The study was

carried out in the planning phase of the terminal, thus real-world data was not available. The

purpose of the study was to test, improve, and parameterize the stacking strategies. A simulation-

based approach was necessary to analyze the dynamic container arrivals and departures in a realistic

online environment.

When a container arrives at the terminal, a position in the stack has to be determined. This

is done using strategies which are associated with the following goals. First and most important,

the number of shuffle moves has to be minimized. A shuffle move occurs if two containers stand

on top of each other and the lower one has to be picked up first. In such a case, the upper one

has to be moved to another position in the stack, which reduces the stacking crane (or straddle

carrier) capacities for productive moves. While shuffle moves cannot be totally avoided, stacking

strategies select positions such that the number of shuffle moves is kept to a minimum. Second, the

distance over which a stacking crane (or straddle carrier) transports a container through a yard

block should be minimized in order to use the equipment capacities efficiently.

In order to achieve the goals mentioned above, the stacking strategies make the selection on the

basis of the information associated with a container. Considering the shuffle move minimization,

two containers with the same properties (in particular, same vessel for pick-up and same weight

class) can be stacked on top of each other (in such a case, the upper one can be picked first). It

can also be a good idea to put a container on top of another if the expected departure time of the

upper container is earlier than that of the lower one. The second goal implies that, e.g., a position

on the seaside should be preferred for a container which arrives with a feeder and will be picked up

by a vessel. Such considerations are usually employed within a priority based evaluation method

for all available positions in the stack, and the best stack is selected (for reasons of confidence,

details of the stacking strategies at the Container-Terminal Altenwerder cannot be given here).

The generator proposed in this paper was employed to produce the input data for the simulation

of the stacking strategies. The parameters of the generator were adjusted such that they captured

the specific planning assumptions of the Container-Terminal Altenwerder (e.g., the expected num-

ber of containers turned over per year). The remaining parameter settings were done on the basis

of statistics from the HHLA Container-Terminal Burchardkai. In addition to the transport mode

arrivals over time, the container properties were of particular importance because they are required

by the stacking strategies. Each scenario (and thus also each simulation run) covered a horizon of

several weeks (note that the impact of stacking strategies could not be observed within a shorter

horizon).

The simulation model was was developed using the emPlant software package. It was designed

as follows. In a first step, a list of events is constructed from the scenario under consideration. For

example, for a truck arrival with a request of a specific container, a related pick-up event is created

for the truck’s arrival time. Considering the arrival of a vessel, the arrival times of the containers

to be unloaded are calculated on the basis of an assumed quai crane productivity. That is, for the

containers arriving by a vessel, one event related to a single container is created every n seconds

starting with the vessel’s arrival time (the loading process as well as feeder and train arrivals are

treated analogously). In the second step, the simulation moves through the event list, that is, a

container related to an arrival event is put in the stack, and a container associated with a pick-up

event is removed from the stack. The equipment (quai cranes, automated guided vehicles, stacking

cranes) is not modeled explicitly since the transportation process was not in the focus of this study

(in fact, modeling the transportation process would have slowed down the simulation runs). The

stacking strategies and the stack itself are modeled on a detailed level. An arrival event triggers

the stacking strategy computation and, subsequently, an update of the stack data with respect to

the selected position. A pick-up event triggers again an update of the stack data with respect to

the position from which the requested container is removed. In reality, an arriving container may

be associated with missing or incorrect information on its pick-up time and transport mode. Since

this is important when analyzing stacking strategies, the simulation model contains parameters

to distort the input scenarios. Several statistics were incorporated into the simulation model in
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order to evaluate different strategies, in particular number of shuffle moves (overall and for different

container types), number of free groundslots, stacking crane distance per container, stacking height

for different container types, and level of stack utilization over time. The model also contains a

visualization with a view of individual containers as well as container types in the yard blocks.

For each generated scenario, a large number of simulation runs were carried out in order to

test alternative stacking strategies and parameter settings for strategies (again, for reasons of

confidence, the simulation results cannot be given here). The originally considered strategies did

not perform well, thus they were modified on the basis of the simulation. Hence, the simulation

led to improved stacking strategies before the terminal started operation.

6.2 Further Applications

The main purpose of the generator presented in this paper is to produce scenarios that can be

used as input data for simulation models. Simulation approaches are used by researchers and prac-

titioners to study the dynamic processes in container terminal logistics. Typically, a simulation

model covers the terminal resources (particularly equipment such as quai cranes, straddle carriers,

and stacking cranes), the stack, and the control strategies (e.g., equipment scheduling and stack

reservation). The subject of a simulation study determines the level of detail to which a component

is modeled. Generally speaking, arrivals of transport modes together with arriving and requested

containers are the events that cause the execution of processes on the terminal (e.g., transportation

tasks, stack reservation). Therefore, an event-based simulation model requires input data concern-

ing transport mode arrivals (and hence container arrivals and requests) over time. This is the

data that is produced by the generator proposed here. Given that realistic input data is provided,

simulation models can be employed to support decisions on required resource capacities, to detect

possible bottlenecks, and to select and adjust strategies, objective functions, and algorithms (e.g.,

for equipment scheduling).

In addition to simulation studies, the proposed generator can also be applied in experiments

with optimization approaches that are not embedded into an online environment. The following

well-known optimization problems require input data that can be produced by our generator.

In the berth allocation problem (see Guan and Cheung [11], Imai et al. [14, 15], Lim [21]), a

list of ship arrivals is given. These ships have to be assigned a berth at the quai (which, of course,

has a limited length). The objective is to minimize the waiting time for a free berth and hence

the total time in port for the ships. Our generator produces ship arrivals over time which are

needed as input data for this optimization problem. In addition to the arrival date and time of

the ships, it also generates the number of containers to be loaded and unloaded. On the basis on

a productivity rate, this number of containers can easily be converted into the time needed at the

quai. Adding the quai length, one has obtained all problem data for berth allocation.

The quai crane scheduling problem (see Daganzo [5], Peterkofsky and Daganzo [24]) deals with

the assignment of a limited number of quai cranes to vessels which arrive over time. A quai crane

is allowed to move from ship to ship. Hence, a quai crane schedule determines for each quai crane

at what time it is working on which vessel. Again, the objective is to minimize the time in port.

Similarly to the berth planning problem, the generator produces the input data for the quai crane

scheduling problem.

Both problems have been combined to a more realistic problem in which the berthing time of

vessels depends on quai crane capacities (see Park and Kim [23]). Also for this integrated problem,

the generator can be employed to produce test data. Note that, whereas the full scenario data

was required for the simulation study described in Subsection 6.1, only parts of the scenarios are

necessary for these optimization problems. Both the landside information (i.e., arrivals of trains

and trucks) and the container properties can be skipped here.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an approach to generate scenarios for container terminals. A sce-

nario contains data on arrivals of vessels, feeder ships, trains, and trucks together with lists of

the containers to be delivered and picked up and the container attributes (size, weight etc.). The

generation of a scenario is controlled by means of various parameters. The goal was to develop an

easy-to-use generator that produces realistic scenarios. Therefore, we selected parameters that al-

low to use statistics and planning information that are typically available in practice. By employing

real-world information for the parameters, the artificially generated scenarios become realistic.

After a description of the parameters and the algorithms of the generator, we have demonstrated

by experiments based on real-world statistics that the algorithm produces scenarios that match

the parameter settings appropriately well. Subsequently, we have sketched out various applications

in research and practice. While the main purpose of the generator is to produce input data

for simulation models of container terminals, it can also be used to generate test data for well-

known optimization problems such as berth planning and quai crane scheduling. In partcular,

we have described a practical application of the generator within the simulation project at the

HHLA Container-Terminal Altenwerder in Hamburg, Germany. In this project, the strategies for

determining a position in the stack for arriving containers were examined. This application has

shown that the generator is well suited for projects in practice.

Although the generator is already considerably general, extensions of the generator might be

promising tasks in future research. A possible extension of the generator could be to compute

the positions of the individual containers on the vessels and feeder ships. These positions are

relevant when stowage plans are part of the problem considered. This is of particular importance

if the process of loading vessels is examined in full detail. Often, each position on the vessel is

associated with a specific container. This imposes a partial order on the containers to be loaded.

Alternatively, clusters of cells may be associated with container attributes rather than individual

containers. In the latter case, there are more degrees of freedom concerning the loading order, and

specific strategies are needed to exploit this setting. Hence, the design of an extended generator

(and particularly that of the additional parameters) would depend on the application of the stowage

plans.
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